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My invention relates to a tooth brush and has 

for its prime object the provision of a tooth brush 
wherein the head of the brush carries a plurality 
of bristles with a combined buffing, polishing, 
and massaging element located directly adjacent 
the outer end of the bristle section so that a 
gentle massaging action is set up when the teeth 
are brushed, or by means of whichthe gums may 
be independently massaged and circulation stin 
ulated if desired. 
Another object is to prowide a tooth brush in 

cluding a soft rubber massaging element carried 
on the outer end of the head of the brush, which 
element is freely flexible so that it readily ac 
commodates itself to the shape of the user's 
teeth and gum. Structure. 
Another object is to design a combination tooth 

brush and massaging element Which can be Very 
easily and economically manufactured and as 
Sembled. 
With the above and Other Objects in WieW, the 

present invention consists in the combination and 
arrangement of parts, hereinafter more fully de 
scribed, ilustrated in the accompanying draw 
ing, and more particularly pointed out in the ap 
pended claims, it being understood that changes 
may be made in the form, size, proportion and 
minor details of construction, Without departing 
from the Spirit, or sacrificing any of the adwan 
tageSof, the in Vention. 

In thedra Wing: 
Fig. 1 is an isometric view of my improved tooth 

O'USh. 
Fig. 2 is an enlarged, detail, side-elevational 

wiew of the massaging element, the broken lines 
illustrating the flexing of the head of Said ele 
ment. 

Fig. 3 is a transwerse, sectional view taken on 
the line 3-3 of Fig.2. 

Referring nOW more particularly to the draW 
ing in which I have shown the preferred embodi 
ment of my invention, the numeral 5 indicates 
the handle of a tooth brush which is prowided 
with a head 6 as usual, and bristles 7 aresecured 
in Said head in any desired or conventional man 
18". 

A massage element: 8 is provided on the head 
6 as shown, said, head being suitably recessed, as 
at: 9 to receive the enlarged base 0 of the ele 
ment 8, and suitable rubber cement orother se 
curing means (not shown), is used to securely 
anchor the element in the head. 
The reduced neck section i f is preferably cir 

i cular in cross Section and connects the base 0 
with the massage head | 2, said, head being of 
substantially wedgeshape and of the same width 
as the bristle section 7, the Upper face tapering 
forwardly, with the Corners rounded as shown, 
to eliminate any possibility of bruising or injury 
to the guns, 
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2 
The upper face of the head 12 is slightly COn 

cave or dished as indicated at: 3, and in use, this 
dished portion, when placed in facial contact With 
the gum, forms a Vacuum or Suction, tending to 
further Stimulate circulation of blood in the 
gums, the front end of the head being rounded 
as shown to simulate the tip of a finger. 

In use, my improved tooth brush is manipu 
lated So that the bristles Serve to clean the teeth 
the same as the bristles on a conventional tooth 
brush; the tip end of the massage element, how 
ewer, engages the gums and teeth at the gumline, 
the tip end of the head being readily bendable 
to follow the contour of the gums to massage in 
much the Same manner as can be done With the 
tips of the fingersso that blood circulation in the 
gums is stimulated and the massaging movement 
further buffs and polishes the teeth as the mas 
Saging progresses, the reduced neck i permit 
ting free bending of the head Section i 2 in any 
direction, and the massaging action can be as 
gentle OraS Severeas desired. 
From the foregoing, it will be seen that I have 

provided a convenient tooth brush and massage 
element that is relatively simple in construction, 
inexpensive to manufacture, and effective in per 
fOrming the functions for Which it is intended. 
What I claim is: 
1. In a toothbrush, the combination of a body 

member including a handle, bristles projecting 
from said body member, a horizontaly disposed, 
wedge-shaped, smooth, soft rubber massaging 
element mounted On the body element With the 
thick end of the Wedge-Shaped element located 
adjacent the front end of the bristles, said, ele 
ment being formed with a centraly disposed re 
duced neck section intermediate the body mem 
ber and the Wedge-shaped Section to permit easy, 
uniwersal movement of the upper Wedge-shaped 
Section of the massage element When the brush 
isinuse. 

2. The Construction as defined in claim 1 in 
which the upper face of the Wedge-shaped Sec 
tion is dished, the thin front end being rounded 
to simulate the tip of a finger of a person's hand. 
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